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reasons: to maintain profits within a changing industry context, meet their own middle-class









Occupational Segregation on Wisconsin Dairy Farms: How and
Why Employers Contribute to Workplace Inequalities

We now explain how and why Wisconsin dairy farm workplaces have become segregated by



Expanding production and hiring employees enabled these employers to focus on the tasks they
find more personally fulfilling and to create time for other activities.

Maintaining Profits in a Changing Industry. To some extent, dairy farmers industrialize their
operations and reorganize work in this way to maintain profits in a context of industry restruc-
turing that squeezes farmers’ profit margins. Rising land values, volatile feed prices, and consoli-
dation among farm input manufacturers have increased production costs. At the same time,
inadequate federal price supports (often set below the cost of production) and consolidation
among milk processors and food retailers have lowered the prices dairy farmers receive for their
milk and leave all but the largest farmers unable to dictate any of the terms of trade with milk
buyers (USDA 2004). This combination of factors is faced by farmers in a wide variety of com-
modity sectors and shrinks farm profits, pressing farmers to leave the industry or find new sour-
ces of value (Heffernan 1998). The dominant advice given to farmers by university researchers
and extension agents, dairy industry organizations, bankers, and policymakers is that the only
sure way for farmers to survive this difficult “cost-price squeeze” is to expand production, indus-
trialize operations, fund those changes with loans, and hire workers to do the routine work of
milking cows (Buttel 1993; Fitzgerald 2003; Lobao and Meyer 2001). In some other sectors
(notably, hogs and poultry), processors have used their market power to compel farmers to engage
in contract relationships in which the processor determines prices, inputs, and production sched-
ules, and even supplies worker crews to the farm (Heffernan 1998). While dairy farms do not en-
gage in such contract relationships, they are price takers as much as farmers in other industries are.
In this difficult economic context, dairy farmers expand and industrialize production to maintain
profits.

Meeting Middle-Class Aspirations and Dominant Masculine Norms. Our interviews indicate that
farmers are motivated to transition to industrialized dairying and create new milking jobs not only
by shifts in their own individual work task preferences and shrinking profit margins. Rather,
industrialization and the creation of deskilled jobs for hired workers together serves as a mecha-
nism through which these farmers can meet their own middle-class aspirations and comply with
the dominant masculine norms in rural Wisconsin. As the following statements from two farmer
interviews illustrate, hiring workers to do the milking helps these employers take vacations, allow
their children to participate in sports activities in the evenings and on weekends, and attend those
events.

When our four oldest children were all in high school, 1996, we did our farm expansion from 50 to 150
milk cows. Our children all helped on the farm every morning before school and every evening after
school. My wife and I realized that we would need to hire some additional labor if we wanted to allow
our children to be involved in some extra curricular activities.

When our kids were older, we wanted it where we could both attend our kids’ events and actually see
them . . . Contrary to what some of the locals think—that it is all about money—it is really about
lifestyle.

As these narratives illustrate, hiring workers to do the milking helps these employers meet their
own middle-class lifestyle aspirations and to be better parents to their children.

The following narrative suggests that farmers’ aspirations are framed not only in terms of
lifestyle but also in terms of class identity.

There was apoint in my lifewhere I was working hand-in-handwith myson and I said, “I’m a post-graduate
degree person and you are going to go to college and be degreed, and here we are pushing and scraping
manure around.” I said, “I think there is a potential for us to do better than that.” And that potential in-
volved building a dairy and being more in management . . . I have a couple of engineering degrees and
my son has an engineering degree and his wife is a graduate from Madison and my father graduated from
Madison . . . We’











Asserting Class Identity. In expressing their frustrations with U.S.-born workers for rejecting



workers’ “reliability”



Such claims rationalize occupational segregation as an unproblematic consequence of racially
differentiated masculine norms, where Mexican men purportedly enjoy different tasks than







The consequences are clear. These employers’ status mobility is built upon the status immo-
bility of the immigrant workers they hire, who shoulder the burden of employers’ moves.
Employers effectively offload the tasks they resent to workers who have little ability to contest the
organization of work and the wages received. Employers secure more time with their own chil-
dren, but workers with the late shifts and long hours have little time to be parents themselves,
especially when living far from home (see Parreñas 2001).

Our research demonstrates that sociologists working to fully understand how and why work-
places become segregated must attend not only to the stories employers tell about different groups
of workers, but also to the stories they tell about themselves and the contexts within which they
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